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~~~2~2~~~?.~~~~~2.t~~~~~. ~~(a-n) ~Att~~ 

'i:U:I£,~~~~1lJ~. i"tt-f'tt (a-n) ~i~UR~ (1 "'4) b'6 1 ?~"'C. i"~1i 

~~~2ktt ~o (28 g) 

Even though he ( a ) for more than 400 years, William Shakespeare remains 

one of the most famous Englishmen in history ( b ) one of the most widely read 

authors in the world, with plays that are still performed regularly. Although many of 
the details of his personal life are lost to history, his 38 plays and 154 sonnets 

suggest that Shakespeare was a sensitive, witty man filled ( c ) love for life and 

language. Most people have at least some experience reading Shakespeare ( d ) 

high school literature classes always use his most famous plays and poems. 

Shakespeare focused ( e ) three different kinds of plays: comedies, tragedies, 

and histories. His comedies often dealt with cases of mistaken identity, including 

situations ( f ) poor characters were mistaken for rich characters and female 

characters were mistaken for male characters. To Shakespeare's audience, these 

story lines were ( g ) because the social structure of the time was very rigid and 

there was a common belief that people needed to know and stay in their ( h ). In his 

tragedies, Shakespeare explored how human flaws and weaknesses can create 

sadness and misery. The main characters in Shakespeare's tragedies were generally 

short-sighted, vain, jealous, or mean-spirited; and those traits most often led to 

death or ruin. Shakespeare's ( i ) told romanticized versions of the lives of the 

English kings and queens, which gave his audience a sense of history and national 

pride at a time when many common people could not read. 

Many of Shakespeare's plays were ( j ) for the first time in London's Globe 

Theatre, which was built in 1599. The Globe was one of the few places in England 

where people of different social classes were entertained together. Middle and upper 

class people could buy cushioned seats that were ( k ) from the rain, while the poor 

could afford to stand on the floor near the stage. Even Queen Elizabeth I, the most 

powerful figure of Shakespeare's time, enjoyed his plays. Out of respect to his wide 

( 1 ), Shakespeare ensured that there were jokes and situations in his plays that 

people of all social classes and professions could ( m). This ability to reach people 

of different backgrounds and circumstances is one of the ( n ) that has kept 
Shakespeare's work relevant for so many centuries. 

(SHSAT, "William Shakespeare" -$c5[~) 

(a) died 2 had died 3 has been dying 4 has been dead 

(b) 1 more than 2 less than 3 as well as 4 as long as 

(c) 1 ill 2 for 3 above 4 with 

(d) 1 because 2 before 3 after 4 unless 
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II 

(e) on 2 III 3 about 4 through 

(f) which 2 what 3 where 4 why 

(g) bored 2 conscIOUS 3 amused 4 humorous 

(h) street 2 place 3 house 4 touch 

(i) comedies 2 tragedies 3 histories 4 stages 

(j) performing 2 performance 3 performed 4 performers 

(k) 1 harmed 2 protected 3 preventions 4 reservations 

(I) 1 expenence 2 interests 3 audience 4 dramas 

(m) relate to 2 not relate to 3 not remember 4 be reminded 

(n) 1 quality 2 qualities 3 quantity 4 quantities 

;XC7) 8 *><: (a'" f) C 'iH~'1'ii.I L::1\~'L1J: ~ ~ ? 'L, { } j1gC7)"9"zZ C7)~~i5]~,If.! V,, 

~6~~~C7)1~~~?Z~><:~~d~~~om.~~~~~C7)1~~EA~~o 

(a) 

(18 Jt1J 
.:to)!J!I'I'tHJ:~l' C'~~tc: rPJiJ' -::> tc.iJ\ ffi:1'T:fItUI~ L T l' tc. o 

The man went to the airport in a hurry { plane / taken / find / that / only / 

had / the } off 

If my { advice / brother / then / my / taken }, he would be a great actor 

now. 

(c) ~1l!iJ"Jl!tltc.O)tJ:, *~iJ",*IEIC'~:ntc.o 

It { heavy / because / the / that / was / snow } the train was delayed. 

(d) i&::tz::O)JEtJ:*~ iJ' -::> tc.O)C', djA.,fJ:i&::tz::O) 13 ~~ J: « 00 ~ If:xtltc.o 
Her { voice / everyone / loud / enabled / catch} what she said. 

(e) 1j12f1~HJ:~~tc:, fiiJfF.fiJ"fI)i'liJ" J: l 'iJ'~D Gi.t G J: '5 tc: 13 -::> tc. o 

The dentist asked the patient { to / would / know / be / what time / her } 

convenient for him. 

(f) ~1HJ:, ~l\i'lr:p9"-::> t)jffi~*f[A., C'''/1-tc:~-::> Tl'tc.o 
The manager was { on / crossed / a / sitting / his / bench farms } 

throughout the game. 
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m ~~~2(a-f) ~~.W5L~m~~~2~·~~~~~~~~n~n1?~~o 
~.)~Ii~WiXtf, M~.Ht:i!~~7tt<::~~ 1 ~WiaA:tt~o CI8/.i.) 

(a) The old woman thanked the boy for offering to help her carried the bag. 

(b) The athlete who received five medals in addition to break two world 

records ~ telling an interviewer that her result was far from satisfactory. 

( c ) If the man had put the USB in the drawer when he left the office, it will 

not have been stolen. 

(d) Though common said, it is only a myth that the Inuit people have more 

than four hundred different words for snow. 

( e ) In the musical form calling fiJgue, the main theme is stated first in one 

voice, then repeated in all the other voices. 

(f) The entire central area of the United States, included the now fertile Great 

Plains, ~ once known as the Great American Desert. 

(36/.i.) 

Natural history museums are wonderful places that make us think about the 

natural world and help us understand our place within the animal kingdom. 

However, we must remember that museums were made by people. The animals that 

have been collected and the choices that museum staff make about which of those 

animals to put on display have created biases over what museums tell us about the 

natural world. In other words, what we see in natural history museums is not a 

perfect reflection of the reality in nature. 

First, museums are biased toward big animals over small ones. It's not difficult 

to see why. Who can fail to be impressed by the sight of a 25-meter-Iong blue 

whale? Dinosaurs, elephants, tigers, and other such vertebrates (animals with 

backbones) are spectacular, which is why many more of them are shown in museum 
galleries. However, they represent only a tiny part of global diversity. The usually 
smaller invertebrates (animals without backbones) are larger in number than the 

vertebrates by more than twenty to one in the real world. But in museums (a) the 

vertebrates are far more likely to be displayed. 
Second, male and female animals have not been collected or displayed in the 

same way. If we think about the sex ratio of the animals shown in museum galleries, 

the males are over-represented. Rebecca Machin, who works at a natural history 
museum in the United Kingdom, published a case study of a typical natural history 
museum and found that only 29 percent of the animals were female. To some extent 
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this can be explained by the fact that hunters and collectors were more interested in 

acquiring animals with impressive features, such as horns and colorful feathers, 
which only males can possess. But can this display bias be (b) excused? It is a 
misrepresentation of nature. Machin also found that when male and female animals 

of the same species were displayed together, the males were typically positioned to 
look more powerful than the females. This way of displaying the animals does not 
reflect the reality of how animals behave in the natural world where the females are 
not weaker. 

A third area of bias concerns the appearance of the animals. When (e) it comes 
to displaying animals, those that people consider cute are far more likely to be 

shown in public areas. The cute animals are almost always the taxidermy animals, 
which are dead animals that have been prepared and stuffed to look like the animals 
when they were alive. Animals preserved in jars are displayed less regularly, even 

though museums have a lot of them in storage. Museums deliberately avoid 
displaying the animals in jars because visitors find them more disturbing. As a 
result, visitors show more interest in the taxidermy animals. However, the types of 
animals that are kept in jars are also important. 

Fourth, the majority of animals in museum collections tend to come from a 

limited range of areas. In the past, the considerable challenges of visiting distant 
locations meant that some places were too difficult to get to. As a result, museums 
have a large number of animals from areas that were not as challenging to visit. 
There were also some political motivations for a country wanting to increase 
knowledge of a particular region. Therefore, more effort was made to collect 
animals from that region. In the United Kingdom, it is easy to observe this bias in 

what we see in museums, and that is true of any country with a history of 
colonialism. For these two reasons, animals from certain regions are more likely to 
be seen than animals from other regions. 

Museums are rightly celebrated as places of wonder and curiosity, and also of 
science and learning. But if we look closely at their public displays, we can see that 
there are human biases in (d) the way nature is represented. My hope is that people 
may be able to consider the human stories behind the displays they see at museums. 

They might consider the question of why (e) all that stuff is there. The answer to this 
question could reveal more about the creators of natural history museums than 
about natural history. 

(J. Ashby, "The Hidden Biases That Shape Natural History Museums" -$i&~) 
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rp, A ~(J) 1 )~Jct, J:.(J)){~~~~9 9ml. '){~(J).UJHC::*9){~a;)~0 i: (J)~~~3ilA2 

9~(J)£c::if?){cL:'[.lbimtJ.]~'b(J)~, "'"F(J)iI~Rg (11 -22) (J)tf:lb'S4?ilA, 
~, ~(J).~~~2.A:tt ~o JIIft~£ctrp't>~l. '0 "'"F(J)iltRg (11 - 22) (J)tf:I£c::£ct, J:.(J) 
){~(J)pgg£c::.g.t>~l. '1b(J)Iba;)tt£cf', J:.(J)){~(J)pgg£c::.g.B: L.. "Cl. '"C Ib~~ C £;t~;it 

~l. '1b(J)1ba;)~0 

There are several ways in which animals have been collected and displayed 

by museums that give a misleading picture of the situation in nature. 

11 Natural history museums help us understand our place in the animal 

kingdom. 

12 The displays in natural history museums are organized around the facts. 

13 Museums display a greater number oflarge animals than small ones. 

14 Most natural history museums display 25-meter-long whales. 

15 Vertebrates have backbones whereas invertebrates do not. 

16 More males are in displays and shown to be more powerful than the 

females. 

17 Machin's job is to collect animals with impressive features. 

18 The way that animals are displayed suggests that the females are as 

powerful as the males. 

19 Animals that are considered cute are given more space in displays than 

animals in jars. 

20 Museum visitors would rather see animals in jars than animals that have 

been prepared and stuffed. 

21 Museums have collected more animals from some parts of the world than 

from others. 

22 The United Kingdom is an example of a country with a history of 

colonialism. 

rJl B *){(J)pgg~ ,~,~;it, "'"F~$ (a - e) (J)~p!. pgg~.Ib~ < fi L.. "Cl. '~Ib(J)~, 
~~l:Ftt "'"F(J)iltRg (1 - 4) b'S 1 ?ilA,~, ~(J).~~~2A:tt ~o 

(a) the vertebrates are far more likely to be displayed 

(b) 

1 visitors want to see a lot more vertebrates on display 
2 visitors can expect to see a greater number of vertebrates 
3 the vertebrates are displayed a lot farther away from visitors 

4 visitors can expect to see a greater number of invertebrates 

excused 

1 forgiven 
2 examined 

3 apologized 
4 exercised 
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( c ) it comes to displaying animals 
1 playing with the animals on view 
2 the animals have come for the show 
3 people get to the animal section 
4 considering which animals to show 

(d) the way nature is represented 

1 how nature tells stories about humans 

2 how visitors find their way around the museum 
3 how nature is shown to visitors 

4 how visitors want to see nature 

( e ) all that stuff is there 

1 the museum employees are seen working around all the animals 

2 the animals that visitors see ended up being the ones on display 

3 so many stories are tol~ about natural history museums 
4 visitors have so many questions about all the animals 

~c *X~~g~~*~, ~~~(a-c)~~~~LZ&~~~~~~~, ~n~n 

""F~iIUR6i (1-4) b'5 1 "J~~ (!, ~~.~~~aA-t:!J:o 

(a) Who can fail to be impressed by the sight ofa 25-meter-long blue whale? 

1 Nobody. 

2 Everybody. 

3 Only people who are afraid of whales. 

4 Only people who like whales. 

(b) Where does the author say many of the animals in museums come from? 

1 Areas that were more challenging to get to. 

2 Areas that took less effort to get to. 

3 Countries whose citizens had a lot of knowledge. 
4 The United Kingdom. 

(c) Which statement would the author agree with? 

1 Natural history museums should display female animals so that they 

will look stronger than male animals. 
2 Natural history museums should avoid displaying large, spectacular 

animals. 

3 Natural history museums should show all the animals that are held in 

their collections. 

4 People should visit natural history museums with an awareness of the 
biases there. 
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.~~2~2a~~?~~~~~~2.~~~~~~. ~~(a-n) ~An~~ 

~.~~~C~~~. ~n~n(a-n) ~~m~(1-4) ~S1?~~~. ~~. 

~~12A it ~o (28 #.0 

The balloon was the first successful vehicle for ( a ) travel. Joseph and Jacques 

Montgolfier, two brothers from France, are said to be the inventors of the hot-air 

balloon. On June 5, 1783, they placed a huge fabric bag over a pile of straw and 

( b ) fire to the straw. When the bag was filled with hot, air and smoke, they ( c ) 

the ropes that were holding it down and the balloon sailed up into the sky. It 

remained there for about ten minutes. However, this balloon did not carry any 

passengers. On September 19, 1783, the brothers launched another balloon with 

three passengers: a sheep, a duck, and a rooster. 

Later that same autumn, Jean-Franr;ois Pilfttre de Rozier, also from France, 

became the first human passenger in a hot-air balloon. Rozier and his balloon stayed 

in the air for about 23 minutes, ( d ) as long as the Montgolfier brothers' balloon. 

Rozier ( e ) this record because he found a way to feed hot air ( f ) the balloon as it 

traveled. Since hot air is lighter than cold air, balloons filled with hot air will stay 

( g ) as long as the air is hot. 

On December 1, 1783, another Frenchman, Jacques Charles, made the first 

flight in a gas-filled balloon. The gas he used was hydrogen, which he knew to be 

much ( h ) than hot air. His gas-filled balloon kept him and an assistant in the air 

about two hours. 

The next improvement was the ( i ) of a way to steer balloons. The balloons 

used up to this point just drifted along wherever the wind carried them. In the 

earliest attempts at steering, people tried various devices to row the balloons 

through the air ( j ) they were boats in water, but these efforts only brought ( k ). 

Eventually, through the use of engines and propellers, ( I ) became possible, and so 

balloons could carry passengers to a set destination. 

More than 100 years after the Montgolfier brothers invented their hot-air 

balloon, the first successful flight was made with an airplane. On December 19, 

1903, the Wright brothers sent up their airplane. (m) that time, airplanes have 

turned out to be much better for travel than balloons. Today balloons are only used 

for fun and recreation, but they were an important ( n ) in the development of air 

travel. 

(N.B. Smith, "The Story of Aircraft" -$il1(~) 

(a) 1 ocean 2 space 3 land 4 air 

(b) 1 make 2 put out 3 set 4 turn on 

(c) 1 cut 2 tied 3 walked on 4 held on to 
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(d) I almost 2 less than twice 

3 more than twice 4 three times 

(e) I arrived 2 achieved 3 succeeded 4 lengthened 

(f) 1 into 2 on 3 out of 4 around 

(g) I up 2 down 3 over 4 below 

(h) I heavy 2 heavier 3 light 4 lighter 

(i) I connection 2 invention 3 relation 4 drive 

(j) 1 as 2 as if 3 though 4 unless 

(k) 1 falling 2 fame 3 failure 4 success 

(1) 1 driving 2 flying 3 rowmg 4 steering 

(m) 1 Since 2 Before 3 Once 4 Until 

(n) 1 touch 2 step 3 walk 4 foot 

II ~0)8*),{ (a'" f) ~:JiUiliiJ c:a,*'t:tJ: ~ ~ ? 't:, } p;j0)9r{~O)Htii]~ml,\, 

~S~~~0)1Ht~~?T~)'{~~~~~~o~~.~~~~0)1Ht~~A~~o 

(18B) 

(a) 1&9:7J'~mml) tt. G 'LWdb'L1&9:7J'S*Att. t3K-:JIt't.:o 
Only after she started { few / speaking / a / I / words / notice} she was 

Japanese. 

(b) ;fA 0) ;f7 -( A~;t !!IHffflj 0) rPJ 7J' It' 0) ~ J J; ~c: df> ~ 0 

My office { the street / the building / is / from / in } the post office. 

(c) ~0)$~7J'; D cit '!IW-1§'-7J' G t.:O)C'. ;fA~;t9R I) tc: -:J « L. t 7J'I±I31UJ:7J'? t.:o 
The terrible noise { kept / out of / the / next / coming / me / room } going 

to sleep. 

(d) fX7J'IE~;titfli.tr:pIE7J' ;O)~J...tc:*~ « ftRff G 'Lit '~o 
Our country { from / food imports / dependent / is / heavily } China. 

(e) ~~C~~~.~h~. ~k~t~iti.t~-~G*~~~ 

If you don't have any plans tonight, { you / join / dinner / for / don't / us }? 

(f) T -Vi' '.1 tC:{ilJ t if It ''L df>~7J'J!x ~ ~ '51ioi.trPJlt''L « tc.~ It '0 

Turn { I / your T-shirt / see / what / that / so / can } says. 
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m .~~2(a-f) ~~.~~L~m~~~2.·~.k~~~~~n~n1?~~o 
~~~.~~~U. M~.~.~~~~~m1~~~A~~o Mm~~.~2~~~e 

cIbM~';J:9~"t" 1 ~C~~o CI8 g) 

(a) It was really amazing to see such a young girl to speak English fluently 

with so much confidence. 

(b) I wish the doctor would give me some information about the medicine 

researching by her team. 

( c ) The student finished read this book more quickly than that ~. 

(d) Interesting in having an opportunity to share ideas with him, she tried 

to get in touch with the essayist. 

(e) Comparing 1997 and 2017, the employment rate for women have risen, but 

it's still low when compared to the employment rate for men. 

(f) I caught a terribly cold two days ago; otherwise, I would have accepted 

your invitation to yesterday's dinner party with pleasure. 

(36 g) 

The game of basketball was made for men in 1891 by James Naismith, a sports 

coach on the East Coast of the United States. At that time, there was little 

opportunity for women to take part in any sports at all. Athletic women who wanted 

to compete (aJ were out of luck because women weren't supposed to be competitive. 

However, as more and more women saw this new game being played, (bJ they wanted 
a piece of the action. The game for women very quickly developed in different parts 

of the country. In most cases, the early rules tried to make it (cJ anything but an 
"active" sport. 

It only took about a month for the new game to (dJ catch the eye of a physical 

education teacher named Senda Berenson. She decided to create a version of the 

game for her students at Smith College, a school for women on the East Coast. Her 
version was very different from Naismith's. Moreover, (eJ it hardly resembles the 
way women play the game today. Naismith had created thirteen rules for the men's 

game, but Berenson made a lot of changes to make the game more gentle and 
ladylike for her students. She didn't want it to put too much stress on the "weaker" 

and "more delicate" female body. For example, she divided the basketball court into 

three sections, and players were not allowed to go outside their section. In this way, 
they wouldn't have to run very far. She also made it against the rules for a player to 
steal the ball from another player because such behavior was considered too 
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aggressive and manly. By 1894, Berenson's style of basketball had become a popular 
sport for women on the East Coast ofthe United States. 

In 1893, another version of the game started to develop in the southern part of 
the United States. Clara Gregory Baer, who taught at Newcomb College in New 

Orleans, Louisiana heard about the game and thought her students might enjoy it. 
At this time, physical education for women was a new concept in the South. Baer 
tried several times to teach the game using the men's rules, but she received too 
many complaints from parents that the game wasn't suitable for women. As a result, 
she came up with her own rules in 1894. These rules turned out to be even stricter 
than Berenson's. Her court was divided into a minimum of seven sections, instead 
of Berenson's three. Players were not allowed to move unless the ball was in the air. 

Yelling or talking was not allowed during the game. Baer taught her version to 
teachers all over the South. 

Around the time that Baer was developing the rules for her version, a very 
different style of basketball was starting to develop on the West Coast. The rules 
more closely resembled those of the men's game. From the beginning, coaches of 
female players scheduled games between rival schools, which was not permitted 

either on the East Coast or in the South. On the West Coast, people didn't seem to 
be as worried about building competitiveness in women. On April 4, 1896, the first 

women's basketball game between two college teams took place in Berkeley, 

California. 
As the popularity of women's basketball grew, so did concerns and complaints 

that the game had become too rough and unladylike. In response, Berenson and a 

group of physical education teachers formed a national committee. In 1901, the 
committee published the first set of standardized basketball rules for women. Not 

surprisingly, they closely resembled Berenson's original rules. Between 1903 and 
1910, the committee made further revisions to the rules. In 1908, for example, 
women's basketball could no longer be played in public places because fans might 
make too much noise and the female players might try to gain popularity. Such 
behavior was judged to be selfish and unladylike. 

Believe it or not, these rules might have saved women's basketball because 

society wasn't ready yet for the game as we know it today. To be accepted by the 
public and receive support from the physical education community, it was important 
that female basketball players followed acceptable social behaviors. It is interesting 
to note how the development of women's basketball mirrors the attitudes of 
American society toward women. 

(c. Schleyer, "The History of Basketball for Women" -$~~) 
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rJ.l A ";t.0) 1 :~J;t, 1:O)J{jl~~~9" ~ml. 'J{.o)."Hi:*~J{C't(;j~o c:: 0)~~~1flf.i1 
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1J:1. ,t,0)t,t(;j~0 

Several versions of women's basketball developed across the United States, 

each with different rules, until a single version of the game started to be 

agreed upon. 

11 The men's game of basketball was made by a coach on the East Coast. 

12 The first game for women was created on the East Coast with rules that 

differed from those of the men's game. 

13 Berenson followed the thirteen rules that Naismith had created for men's 

basketball. 

14 When basketball was invented, women had weaker and more delicate 

bodies than they do now. 

15 Baer taught physical education to women in the South. 

16 The game in the South had rules that kept the women even less active than 

the game on the East Coast did. 

17 Baer had four fewer sections in her court than Berenson had in hers. 

18 Teachers all over the United States learned Baer's rules for women's 

basketball. 

19 Unlike on the East Coast and in the South, the game on the West Coast was 

played more like the men's game. 

20 A committee worked to make a set of rules for the game that society would 

approve of. 
21 In 1908, the rules were changed so that women would be permitted to play 

'basketball in public places. 

22 It was too difficult to unite the different rules that had developed in 

different regions. 

~B *20)~g~~*~, ~.$(a-e)O).~·~g~.t,J::<~L"t~~t,O)~, 

i"h~h~O)iltRIl (1 -4) b'S 1 ?iH~ C', i"O).~~~aA:ttJ::o 

(a) were out ofluck 

1 were fortunate 

2 lost the game 
3 had no opportunity 

4 could win easily 
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(b) they wanted a piece of the action 

1 the game became the top sport for women 
2 the game became competitive 
3 women became good at the game 

4 women longed to play the game 

( c ) anything but an "active" sport 
1 the opposite of a sport that took a lot of energy to play 
2 a sport that would challenge athletic women who loved sports 
3 an exciting sport that athletic women could compete in 
4 the opposite of a sport that would be fun to play 

(d) catch the eye of 

1 affect the eyesight of 
2 attract the attention of 
3 make eye contact with 
4 bring fame to 

( e ) it hardly resembles the way women play the game today 

1 Naismith's game is similar to the women's game today 
2 Naismith's game is different from the women's game today 
3 Berenson's game is similar to the women's game today 
4 Berenson's game is different from the women's game today 

~c *~~~g~~*~, ~~~(a-c)~~~tLT.~~~~~~~, ~n~n 

"'"F~iIURDi (1-4) b'5 1 'J~'" C, ~~.~~~2A1tj:o 

(a) Did Berenson's original rules allow a player to take the ball away from 

another player? 
1 Yes, they did. 
2 No, they didn't. 
3 Only when the player was in her own section. 
4 The information is not given in the passage. 

(b) What did people think of women's basketball when Berenson formed a 
national committee? 

1 They worried that it was unsuitable for women. 
2 They were afraid that women wouldn't play it. 
3 They worried that it was too popular. 
4 They were afraid that it would affect the popularity of men's basketball. 
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( c ) Why did it take time for women's basketball to develop into a game with a 

unified set of rules? 

Because women needed time to get used to playing in such an 

unladylike way. 

2 Because the national committee used Naismith's rules when it should 

have used Berenson's. 

3 Because women were unwilling to follow acceptable social behaviors. 

4 Because the game had to suit American ideas about how women should 

behave. 
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;~o)~~b':)l:j*AkJb'-:>~~AkJ';:iMt}]1J:~~ C 1J:.Q J: ? ,;:, ~PJT (a --- n) ';:Att.QO) 
';:&'biMt}]1j:~a~1i, i"tt~tt (a---n) O)l~URJlX (1 ---4) b'S 1-:>~1v~, -r0). 
-li}1i~2A it J:o (28 #'0 

Prior to the invention of commercially satisfactory methods of refrigeration, 

finding a way to preserve fresh meat was a difficult task. Fresh meat spoiled 

quickly, and its weight made it tough to carry while traveling. The lack of a way to 

preserve meat meant a lot of waste at times and ( a ) of food at others. One early 

solution to the problem of ( b ) to preserve meat was to season it with salt and 

spices. This treatment prevented bacteria ( c ) growing, which made the meat last 

longer. The treatment also removed the moisture from the meat, which made it ( d ) 

to transport. The method worked ( e ) and was widely used even in ancient times. 

As preservation ( f ), different cities became famous for their preserved meats. 

The ancient city of Salamis became well known for its sausage, which is named 

"salami" for that city. Salami has been famous for more than 2,000 years. In the 

Middle Ages, meat was ( g ) with different combinations of seasoning, and each 

city ( h ) its own special blend. Cities were famous for the particular blend of spices 

that they used to preserve the meat they made into sausages. The frankfurter, 

named ( i ) the German city of Frankfurt, and the bologna sausage, from the 

Italian city of that name, are the most famous ( j ) of preserved sausages. There 

were many European ( k ) known for their meat blends. A slightly different type of 

preserved meat was produced in Dublin during the Middle Ages. This was the 

forerunner of ( 1 ) is known today as corned beef. 

Over time, preserving meat became an art. The different methods used included 

salting, poaching, and smoking. In modern times, preserved meat remains popular 

more for its flavor than for ( m). In fact, most preserved meat is kept refrigerated 

for added safety. In the twenty-first century, there has been a revival of interest in 

expensive gourmet meats, with small specialty shops regularly popping up. Thus, it 

seems that these meats are here to ( n ). 

(D. Johnson, "The History of Curing Meat" -ms2)(~) 

(a) 1 scarcity 2 abundance 3 fear 4 abandonment 

(b) when 2 why 3 where 4 how 

(c) 1 for 2 of 3 ill 4 from 

(d) 1 harder 2 eaSIer 3 heavier 4 tastier 

(e) 1 hard 2 hardly 3 very well 4 as well 

(f) 1 developed 2 enveloped 3 decided 4 encountered 

(g) becoming 2 recorded 3 mixed 4 stirring 
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II 

(h) use 2 to use 3 usmg 4 used 

(i) 1 before 2 after 3 about 4 of 

(j) examples 2 exceptions 3 exerCIses 4 experiences 

(k) 1 spIces 2 seasomngs 3 cities 4 countries 

(1) which 2 what 3 who 4 that 

(m) 1 convemence 2 inconvenience 

3 taste 4 temperature 

(n) disappear 2 stay 3 preserve 4 freeze 

;~o)B*)(: (a"'e) C ';UiJ:'~ t;ii~'L1j:;~ d::? 'L, { } pg0)9~""[0)~ii]7£-ml,', 

~S'L;;r;:~O) 1 ~7£-flIj?""[~)(:1i:iCPX~-ttd::o Mi§:tIl'L';j:;;r;:~O) 1 ~!1i~2A-ttd::o 
CI5 }~) 

(a) ~j:t.:~,a:T-t' 1) T -{ -fC 1000 FJJ.;tO):l3~.7i-~66t.:v' t,~ -:::J LV '00 
The students { $1,000/ raise / as / as / to / hope} for the charity. 

(b) ffi;J~ucid:-:::J Lf)]66Lftf&i0)*t}]~ii;)]'iJ'00 

Not { we / we / do / get / appreciate / sick} the importance of good health. 

(c) *iJ"L-:::J!;t.7i-=im00)!a:, tlll]±fcjtg-0~'rwtv'-5 ct 1JI.fj-iJ"W\Lv'iJ'Gtco 

Your dog wags his tail { you / much / out of love / for / so } as for your 

steak. 

(d) T /,y-'a:, ~"C'1t!!Ao)~D.7i- 13 -5 ct -5 id:A "C'!a:id:v '0 
Nancy is the { of / to / others / speak / person / ill } behind their backs. 

(e) jJj~iJ";fLt.: ~ O)fj-- 1:: A.7i-frSfflg- 0 iJ' f. -5 iJ'fa:biJ' G id:v '0 

Whether customers will { of / remains / use / make / be / our service } 

seen. 

III ;~O)~)(: (a'" e) 0)""F**1i1itfi Ltd~pJT'L';j:)(:~*· ~!~*..tO)~~!P) b\-t-:tt~:tt 1 ?d5~o 
~~O)mM1i~U, Mi§:tIl~~~~~~~ml~1i~A-ttd::o ~~0)""F**~2~0)~~ 

-r-'<tMi§';j:9~""[ 1 ~-r-'iI5~o CI5 }~) 

(a) A Nobel Prize was awarded to botanist Barbara McClintock for the 

genetic research she has begun nearly 40 years earlier. 

(b) From the viewpoint of environmental protection, the government's policy 

to force shops to charge fees for plastic bags should be effectively to a 

certain extent. 
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( c ) The teacher is not as interested in reading books as he used to be in his 

thirty. 

(d) Since the singer got ~, the number of people going to her concerts 

has decreased dramatically. 

( e ) A powerful hurricane has brought heavy raining to states on the eastern 

coastline of the United States. 

(42 #.0 

Health experts have long been sharing the same advice for people looking to 

protect themselves: Wash your hands and don't touch your face. While the former is 

simple enough, (a) the latter poses more of a challenge. A 2015 study objectively 

shows how easy it is to fail. Researchers filmed 26 medical students at a lecture and 

counted how many times they touched their faces. The average for each of the 

students was 23 times in one hour. Forty-four percent of those contacts involved the 

mouth, nose, or eyes. Touching these areas makes it much easier for viruses to enter 

the body, make the person ill, and turn him or her into (b) a host to spread the disease 

further. To help people cut back on face-touching, here are some concrete actions to 

take. 

The first step to breaking or changing any habit, including face-touching, is to 

develop a strong awareness of when and why you engage in the behavior. You might 

start by spending at least a day noting when and why you touch your face. Nail

biting, eye-rubbing, and nose-scratching are often done without thinking and may 

be the result of boredom or anxiety. In short, you need to become aware of your 

habits and identify your triggers in order to put a stop between the motivation and 

the action. 

Once you understand more about the habit, you should try to replace it with 

something else. If you typically rest your face on your hand, try to develop the habit 

of holding something in your hand or crossing your hands over your forearms. 

These actions make it impossible to rest your face on your hand. As a result, you 
avoid touching your face. 

Another way to break the habit of touching your face is to make it 

uncomfortable to do so. If you tend to rest your face on your hand, try wearing 

rough gloves that feel unpleasant when held against the skin on your face. Wearing 

glasses is a good way to create a barrier between your eyes and your hands. It tends 

to be less comfortable to put your hand on your face when you're wearing glasses. 

At least one study has shown that women (c) are less likely to touch their faces when 
wearing makeup. If nail-biting is your problem, consider using a bad-tasting polish 

to make yourself stop. 
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Another technique is to set up reminders. It's easy to forget that you're trying to 

break a habit as you go through your day, but setting little reminders may help boost 

your awareness and aid your efforts. You can put a note on your computer screen 

saying: "Do not touch your face!" (d) Having friends and family remind you can also 
help reduce face-touching. 

If you need a higher level of intervention, punishments and rewards can 

motivate you to take control of your face-touching habit. An example of a 
punishment is the "hand-stretch." Once you catch yourself touching your face, you 

should extend all the fingers of that hand for no less than two to three minutes. It 

will be uncomfortable, even embarrassing, but not harmful. This will train you to 

be very aware of your hands, and you will in a short time keep them under control. 

For a more positive approach, you can give yourself immediate rewards for small 

changes that you successfully put into practice. For example, allow yourself to play 

a game, watch a movie, eat a piece of chocolate, or buy something you want when 

you find yourself succeeding. 

If you try these ideas but still don't have success, (e) don't be hard on yourself. 
You'll need to accept the fact that changing a habit takes time and practice. 

Remember that the behaviors didn't form overnight and they won't be changed 

overnight either. Because changing your face-touching habit requires so much time 

and effort, it's also very important to focus on other measures you can easily take to 

protect yourself. In addition to washing your hands frequently and properly, you 

should exercise regularly, eat a healthy diet, and get a good night's sleep. If your 

hands are clean and you are in good health, then at least (f) touching your face won't 

be as open an invitation to illness. 

(c. Bologne, "How to Stop Touching Your Face" -l'fI3c)(~) 

r~' A ;X(J) 1 )~JJ:, ..t(J))t~1i~f-J"9 ~ml, "\)t~(J):&mti:*~)t-r'd5~o ;:: (J)~f-J1ijt;px 
"9 ~(J)ti:1f?)tc L "[:&ib~tn1J::lb(J)1i, l'(J)~fRJlt (11 ~ 23) (J)tfJb'~ 5 -:>~~ 

C, ~(J).~1i~2.A:t! J:o )11H~tel:r~'b1J::l,"\o l'(J)~fRJlt (11 ~ 23) (J)tfJ ti: tel:, ..t(J) 
)t~(J)p;jgti:~b1J::l, "\lb(J)ibd5tttcJ:', ..t(J))t~(J)p;jgti:~¥.il: L "[l, "\"[ib~'E§' c tel: ~ jt 
1J:: l, "\lb(J)lb d5 ~o 

The text gives several pieces of advice about how to break the habit of face
touching. 

11 Advice from health experts about protecting ourselves has changed very 

little. 
12 The data on the frequency of face-touching comes from 26 medical 

students. 
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13 The 2015 study proves that people need to break the habit of face-touching. 

14 It is important to become aware of when and why you touch your face. 

15 Boredom and anxiety lead to nail-biting, eye-rubbing, and nose-scratching. 

16 You should try to find an action to do instead of touching your face. 

17 You should keep your hand on your face to help break the habit. 

18 You should set up situations that bring discomfort when you touch your 

face. 
19 It is important to avoid wearing glasses and makeup. 

20 You need to find ways to help you remember not to touch your face. 

21 It is a good idea to use rewards and punishments to help you stop touching 

your face. 

22 You should use more rewards than punishments if you want to stop the 

behavior. 

23 Breaking a habit is hard, while forming one is easy. 

rl:l~ B *)to)P'Jg1i-,~,*7t, l'~$ (a'" f) O)fi~· P'Jg1i-~IbJ: < ~ L -n,\~'to)1i-, 
i"n~nl'o)~~RJlt (1 "'4) iJ'G 1 ?~"'C', i"0)*~1i-g2A-ttJ:o 

(a) the latter poses more of a challenge 

1 washing your hands is more difficult 

2 not touching your face is more difficult 

3 washing your hands is more important 

4 not touching your face is more important 

(b) a host to spread the disease further 

1 a person who passes viruses on to other people 

2 an expert on diseases that are caused by viruses 

3 an expert on how to stop the spread of viruses 

4 a person who overcomes most of the viruses in his or her body 

( c ) are less likely to touch their faces when wearing makeup 

1 try not to touch their faces when they are putting on makeup 

2 seem to touch their faces more often when they have makeup on 
3 do not like to touch their faces when they are applying makeup 
4 tend to touch their faces less often when they have makeup on 

(d) Having friends and family remind you can also help reduce face-touching. 

1 It is a good idea to get friends and family to tell you when you are 

touching your face. 
2 It is a good idea to ask your friends and family to count how many 

times you touch your face. 
3 Your friends and family can help you reduce face-touching if they touch 
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your face for you. 

4 You can stop touching your face if you think about your friends and 
family. 

( e) don't be hard on yourself 

I make a stronger effort 

2 forget about the habit 

3 relax and keep calm 

4 remind yourself of your failures 

(f) touching your face won't be as open an invitation to illness 

1 you can't get the virus even if you touch your face 
2 you'll be less likely to get sick even if you touch your face 

3 touching your face will make you just as likely to catch the virus 
4 you won't be encouraged to touch your face 

~c *~~~~~~*x, ~~~ (a~c) ~~~CLl.~~~~~~~, ~n~n 

~~~m~(1~4) ~Sl?~~~, ~~ti~~~A~~o 

(a) What is the most important finding of the 2015 study? 
1 The researchers didn't just take notes, but they also filmed the students. 

2 All the students touched their faces 23 times every hour. 

3 Forty-four percent of the students touched their mouth, nose, or eyes. 
4 Forty-four percent of the face-touching was to the mouth, nose, or eyes. 

(b) According to the text, what do gloves that are rough, glasses, and makeup 

have in common? 

They are all unpleasant to wear. 
2 They come between your face and your hands. 

3 They make people look more attractive. 
4 They increase the possibility that we will put our hands on our face. 

( c ) Which idea is mentioned in the text? 

1 Changing a habit can take as long as forming one can. 

2 Regular exercise is the best way to avoid face-touching. 

3 Good habits form while we are getting a good night's sleep. 
4 The only way to protect ourselves from illness is to wash our hands. 
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~~.~~~~~~?~.~~~~~~~t~~~~~. ~M(a-n) ~A~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~. ~~f~(a-n) ~~m~(1-4) ~61?~~~. ~~. 

~~~2ktt ~o (28 #.0 

Alma Thomas was an African-American artist. She was born in the state of 

Georgia in 1891. In 1907, her parents decided ( a ) the family to Washington, D.C. 

in order to escape the policy of racial separation that was in ( b ) in Georgia. This 

policy was designed to keep black people ( c ) the facilities and services that white 

people used. Her parents hoped that in Washington, D.C. Alma and her sisters 

would have more opportunities to ( d ) their dreams. 

Alma's dream was to be an architect, and in 1924 she became a student at 

Howard University. But there turned out to be ( e ) opportunity for Alma to follow 

her childhood dream despite being a university graduate. ( f ), she started working 

as a teacher and did painting on the side. 

Her early work was considered good enough to be included in group 

exhibitions, but it failed to ( g ) art critics. It was only after her retirement in 1960 

that she started to gain ( h ) as an artist. At that time, most black artists chose to 

focus on politics and issues of racial injustice, but Alma turned toward ( i ). She 

studied the shapes of trees, the patterns of flowers, and the ways light shone through 

leaves. Then she put these images into a beautiful mosaic of color. "I've never 

bothered painting the ( j ) things in life," she said. 

Another subject that interested Alma was space travel. From her house, she 

imagined what it would be ( k ) to look down on Earth from inside a spaceship. 

"You look down on things and fly through the clouds so fast that you don't know 

( I ) the flower below is a violet or not. You see only lines of color." These thoughts 

inspired her series on space, a project she began in 1969. In these paintings, typical 

space imagery, such as the pointed tip of a rocket and the round shape of the earth, 

is changed ( m ) columns of color and shining balls of light. 

At the age of 80, Alma was given her own exhibition at a famous museum in 

New York City. She was the first black woman to have a solo show in that museum. 

"One of the things black people couldn't do was go into museums, ( n ) think of 

hanging our pictures there. Times have changed. Just look at me now!" This was 

Alma's comment on the eve of the opening of her exhibition. 

(z. Tsjeng, "Alma Thomas" -Wc)(~) 

(a) move 2 movmg 3 moved 4 to move 

(b) 1 debt 2 reality 3 effect 4 need 

(c) 1 overusmg 2 from leaving 3 close to 4 away from 

(d) 1 pursue 2 give up 3 aim 4 persuade 
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(e) much 2 little 3 good 4 any 

(f) 1 Perhaps 2 In addition 3 Instead 4 Once more 

(g) exclude 2 Increase 3 reject 4 Impress 

(h) future 2 recognition 3 fault 4 celebration 

(i) economics 2 humanity 3 society 4 nature 

(j) 1 ugly 2 pretty 3 colorful 4 seasonal 

(k) likely 2 like 3 love 4 lovely 

(1) whatever 2 wherever 3 whether 4 while 

(m) 1 away 2 into 3 light 4 dark 

(n) 1 let alone 2 let's 3 let me 4 let's not 

II ~~B*2(a-e) t~~~~~.~~~~3~. { } pg~9~"t~~'I:i]~Jf.ll,\. 
~6~~~~1~~~?"t~2~~.~~~om~g~~~~~1~~~~~~o 

CI5 }i~O 
(a) 9$iJ' 0 /' 1..:' /'tc51-::J~L L 10 ifiJ'*¥J o 

It { sister / years / has / my / since / elder / ten } moved to London. 

(b) i"O)j;iftiRBU::J1lt"Utci'T < ~ 9, m~~ Ltc::iJ'-::J LV \0 0 
The boy { rather / his / go / do / would / homework} out with his friends. 

(c) ~0)~~iJ'v\Ji'Tvn0 O)iJ\.{5m G-tt L *90 
We will inform you { to / the next meeting / held / when / be }. 

(d) Uk~~9«~~tU, ~B*~~m~~mW90~t~0 

What { we / to / supposed / turn / are / is / do / our homework } by 

tomorrow. 

(e) ~0)7"7 /' AO)*r1t~JHcBliJ'fJ: 0 0) iJ\V iJ\ G fJ:v \0 
There is { be / will / who / next / knowing / the / president} of France. 

III ;~~~2 (a - e) ~l'$Jl~1itfi L.tdlipMi:~cl:2~*· ~!~*.t~~.) jj'i"n-Fn 1 ?iV)~o 
~~~mm~~u. m~g~~~~~~~m1~~~~~~o ~~~l'~~2~~~~ 

-r''bm~~cl:9~"t 1 ~-r'iV)~o CI5,¢,O 

(a) Wearing her new glasses, the girl looked out the window and was 

astonishing at how well she could see. 
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(b) The girl found her missing doll lied at the bottom of the brightly painted 

chest. 

( c ) To improve your healthy, any doctor will first advise you to stop smoking. 

(d) The businessman who had his bag steal in the train immediately reported 

the incident to the police. 

(e) My Italian friend always adds two third of a teaspoon of salt to boiling 

water when cooking spaghetti. 

(42 #,i,) 

Over the next year, more than 50 billion land animals around the world will be 

raised and killed for food. The majority of these animals will be raised in conditions 

that cause them to suffer unnecessarily. In addition to causing animals to suffer, the 

meat producing industry harms people and the environment. When we hear about 

these problems, it is hard not to feel a little guilty and conclude that we should eat 

less meat. Yet most of us probably (a) won't. We will just say something about meat 

being tasty and that "everyone" eats it. But the arguments against eating meat show 

us how much our diet affects the world. 

First, the environmental impact of meat eating is huge. Animal farming 
contributes 18 percent of greenhouse gas emissions worldwide. This is more than all 

the emissions from ships, planes, trucks, cars, and all other transport put together. 

Climate change alone poses multiple risks to health and well-being through 

increased risk of extreme weather, such as floods, droughts, and heatwaves. Climate 

change has been described as the greatest threat to human health in the 21st century. 

Reducing consumption of animal products is essential if we are to lower greenhouse 

gas emissions for the good of the environment. 

Second, meat production requires a huge amount of grain, water, and land. This 

is particularly true when it comes to red meat. To produce one kilogram of beef 

requires 25 kilograms of grain to feed the animal and roughly 15,000 liters of water. 

(b) The scale of the problem can also be seen in land use: around 30 percent of the 
earth's land surface is currently used for animal farming. Since food, water, and 

land are scarce in many parts of the world, this is not an effective use of resources. 
Third, meat production hurts the poor. Feeding grain to the animals we raise 

for food increases global demand and drives up grain prices, (c) making it harder for 
the world's poor to feed themselves. Grain could instead be used to feed people. If 

all grain were fed to humans instead of animals, we could feed an extra 3.5 billion 

people. In short, animal farming is not only wasteful but also unfair. 
Fourth, meat production causes unnecessary animal suffering. Most people 
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accept that animals are living creatures (d) whose needs and interests matter. 

Therefore, we should make sure that these are at least minimally met. Animal 
farming (e) falls well short of this minimal standard. Most meat, dairy, and eggs are 

produced in ways that largely or completely ignore animal welfare. The animals 

lack space to move around, contact with other animals, and access to the outdoors. 

In short, animal farming causes the animals to suffer without justification. 

Fifth, high meat consumption is linked with life-threatening diseases, such as 

heart disease and various cancers. Currently, the average amount of meat that 

someone living in a developed country consumes is 200-250 grams per day, far 

higher than the 80-90 grams recommended by the United Nations. Switching to a 

more plant-based diet could save up to eight million lives a year worldwide by 2050. 

In conclusion, there are serious problems with eating meat. Most people agree 

that (f) an action that promotes the overall happiness of others is morally good, while 

an action that causes harm or suffering without justification is morally wrong. 

Eating meat is wrong not because there is something special about cows, pigs, or 

chickens, but because of the harm it causes. Harm is caused to the animals, to 
humans, and to the environment. Most people living in developed countries have a 

wider dietary choice than ever before. If our dietary needs can be met by consuming 

foods whose production has been less harmful to animals, humans, and the 

environment, then we ought to choose these foods over those that are known to 

cause more harm. 

(F. Vergunst and 1. Savulescu, "Five Ways the Meat on Your Plate is Killing the Planet" 
-W~!z~) 

r~~ A ;!R.(J) 1 )t';I:, ...I:(J))t~~~~9 ~mL ')t~(J)iHmt:*~)t"Cd5~o L O)~~~~px 

9~0)'t:ff?)tc L Zfi'b~t}J1J:'bO)~, 1'0)i~URIJX (11 '"V 23) O)tPtJ'6 5 ?~fu 
"C, -t-(J)fi~~~2A it d::o JIIRJ¥;';l:r~~b1J:L '0 1'0)~fRJli (11 '"V 23) (J)tP 't: ';I:, ...1:0) 
)t~O)pqg't:-g-b1J:L ''b(J)'bd5fH;f', ...I:O))t~O)pqg't:-g-¥$l: L ZL 'Z'b~1§' C ';I:~ X 
1J:L ''b0)'bd5~0 

The text explains the benefits that would occur if people ate less meat. 

11 The meat producing industry will raise more than 50 billion land animals 
next year. 

12 People can't stop eating meat because they think it is tasty and everyone 

eats it. 
13 Greenhouse gas emissions would go down. 

14 Animal farming would continue to damage the environment. 
15 Resources could be used for purposes other than animal farming. 
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16 Cows need more land, grain, and water than other farm animals. 

17 Food grown to feed animals could be given to people without enough to 

eat. 
18 Far fewer animals would suffer unnecessarily. 

19 The United Nations would have to change the recommendations for meat 

consumption. 
20 More than eight million people will be switching to a plant-based diet by 

2050. 
21 People would be less likely to get serious diseases. 

22 People understand what is special about cows, pigs, and chickens. 

23 There are many foods other than meat that people in developed countries 

can eat. 

~B *~~~3~~*~. ~~$(a-f) ~~~·~3~.~~<~LZ~~~~~. 

~tt-Ftt~~~tRJli (1-4) b'S 1 ?~"'C'. ~~.iS'~~2A-tt~o 

(a) won't 

1 won't eat more meat 

2 won't harm the environment 

3 won't harm animals 

4 won't eat less meat 

(b) The scale of the problem 

1 How big the problem of using a lot of resources is 

2 How serious the problem of killing animals is 

3 How to learn about the problem with the environment 

4 How to solve the problem of wasting resources 

( c ) making it harder for the world's poor to feed themselves 

1 meaning that developed countries don't have enough food to give poor 
people 

2 meaning that poor people are less likely to get enough food 

3 causing farmers around the globe to face starvation 
4 causmg farmers around the globe to lose the income they need to 

surVIVe 

(d) whose needs and interests matter 

1 that lack time and energy to run and play 
2 that cause unnecessary suffering and pain 

3 with rights that should be respected 
4 with skills and abilities that are useful 
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( e ) falls well short of this minimal standard 

brings a far larger profit than necessary 

2 is far from being able to make even a small profit 

3 fails to produce enough meat, eggs, and dairy 

4 fails to give an acceptable level of treatment 

(f) an action that promotes 

1 doing something that contributes to 

2 doing something that makes use of 

3 a behavior that advertises 

4 a behavior that organizes 

~c *~~~g~~*~, ~~~ (a~c) ~~~CLl~~~~~~~~, ~n~n 

""F~~tR~ (1 ~ 4) tJ\ 6 1 ?~Iv -Z;', ~~fi~~~2.i\:tt ~o 

(a) What amount of greenhouse gases does animal farming emit? 

1 It emits no greenhouse gases, 
2 It emits 18 percent of the world's greenhouse gas emissions. 

3 It emits 18 percent more than the emissions from all transport. 

4 It emits 18 percent less than the emissions from all transport. 

(b) Which statement is true about the amount of meat that people in 

developed countries consume? 

1 It is more than twice the recommended amount. 
2 It should be between 200 and 250 grams per day. 

3 It should be increased by 80-90 grams per day. 

4 It is a lot less than the amount consumed in developing countries. 

( c ) According to the text, what should we do about our consumption of meat? 

1 We should give up beef and choose pork or chicken instead. 

2 We should find ways to justify our habit of eating animals. 

3 We should choose foods that are less harmful to produce than meat is. 

4 We should stop eating such a wide range of foods. 
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